Working group 2: Community building
Overview

- Communities
- Barriers
- Finding each other
- Collaborative events
Communities

- Documentary linguists
- Computational linguists
- Software developers
- Speakers
Barriers

- Territoriality
- Lack of knowledge
  - Publishable units
  - Significant actors
  - Vocabulary
  - Precision vs. Robustness
Collaborative events

- Education
  - Code camps
  - University courses
  - Symposiums
- Workshops with working groups
- Shared Tasks
Shared Tasks

- Get computational linguists and documentary linguists interested in each others' work
- Varied expertise in task definition
- Task carried out by computational linguists
Shared Tasks

- What tasks are useful for field linguists?
- What data is available?
  - Model different low-resource situations using a medium-resource language
Shared Tasks

- Speech to text
- Interlinear text glossing
- Morphological analysis
- Dictionary expansion
- Inconsistency detection
- Typological analysis